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Abstract

the pose parameter space, providing high approximation
accuracy for the analysis and synthesis processes.
We also propose a novel pose-invariant face recognition system using the linear PCMAP model as the entry
format for a database of known persons. The head pose
of each known person in the database is aligned to an
input pose by synthesizing model views whose pose is
the same as the input. This synthesis uses an analysissynthesis chain of learned models. As a result of the pose
alignment, the recognition performance should improve
against pose variations. Furthermore, there is no systematic limitation to particular discrete head poses because
of the continuous coverage of the pose parameter space.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a
formal description of the linear PCMAP model and its
relation to a number of previous studies. In section 3, we
propose a novel pose-invariant face recognition system
using the linear PCMAP model as an entry format for
a database of known persons. Our system is analyzed
in comparison to other standard systems in experiments
with 3D facial models recorded by a Cyberware scanner.
Finally, we conclude this paper by discussing the results
of the analyses and our future work in section 4.

We propose a novel pose-invariant face recognition system using a manifold representation for human faces
with pose variations (linear PCMAP model) as the entry
format for a database of known persons. The model's
generalization capability for unknown head poses enables a continuous coverage of the pose parameter space,
providing high approximation accuracy for pose estimation (analysis) and transformation (synthesis). With
this model as the entry format for the database, the
head pose of each known face is aligned to an arbitrary
head pose of an input face, resulting in a pose-invariant
recognition. Experimental results with 3D facial models
recorded by a Cyberware scanner show that the recognition performance of our model against pose variations
is superior to that of a single-view model and is equivalent to that of a multi-view model within a limited pose
range in test samples.

1 Introduction
In this study, we present a representation and processing model of human faces with head pose variations and
apply it to a pose-invariant face recognition system.
This model attempts to nd mappings between facial
images and physical parameters, in our case 3D head angles, via parameterized manifold representations of faces
using the PC-subspace method. We approximated these
mappings by using a combination of linear systems: 1)
subspaces of input representation spaces spanned by
principal components (PC-subspace) [13, 14], and 2) linear transfer matrices between these subspaces and a pose
parameter space. We call this model the linear PCMAP
model [11]. When learned for an individual, the mappings account for various poses of the individual's face
(manifold representation) and provide an explicit interface of the model with physical pose parameters, enabling processes of pose estimation (analysis) and transformation (synthesis). The model's generalization capability for unknown head poses from a limited number
of observable samples enables a continuous coverage of

2 Linear PCMAP Model for Representing Faces with Pose Variations
2.1 Model Description

The learning and matching stages of the linear PCMAP
model are described in this section. In the learning stage
of this model, pairs of 2D facial images and their corresponding 3D head angles are used as a training data set.
We employed separate representations for the shape and
texture of human faces [4, 15, 8].
We denote a training data set by (~vm ; ~m )1;::;M , where
m
~v and ~m express the m-th training facial image and
its 3D head angles, respectively. In the rst step, ~vm is
decomposed to a pair of shape and texture representations, (~xm ; ~j m;n ). Shape information is represented by a
1

2N-component vector ~xm of object-centered image coordinates of N facial landmarks. For each landmark xmn ,
an L-dimensional Gabor jet ~jm;n is recorded from ~vm as
the localized texture representation of the landmark n
in the frame m, where jlm;n is the jet coecient derived
from the l-th Gabor lter.
Next (~xm )1;::;M and (~j m;n )1;::;M ;1;::;N are independently subjected to PCA resulting in a set of PCs as
orthonormal bases of shape and texture representation
spaces, (~yp )1;::;P and (~bs;n)1;::;S ;1;::;N , where s and p are
the indices of PCs in decreasing order of their correFigure 1: De nition of Facial Landmarks.
sponding variances. Shape and texture subspaces are
de ned by selecting Po and Son as small as possible but
still large enough to have the subspaces (~yp )1;::;P and
Q= G;
(5)
(~bs;n)1;::;S cover a large share of the data variance. We
call the shape and texture subspaces shape and texture
models, respectively. In this study, for simplicity, we
Rn = Q  F n ;
(6)
used the same So for all N landmarks. The shape and
texture models have an optimal reconstruction property where Rn = (~r1;n; ::;~rM;n)t , Q = (~q1; ::; ~qM )t ,  =
(~'1; ::; '~ M )t = (K(~1 ); ::; K(~M ))t . The transfer matriby a linear combination in the least square sense,
ces H, G, and F n are computed by solving these equaP
X
tions with the SVD algorithm.
~x  ~x0 + qp ~yp ;
(1) After nding these mappings, we can estimate 3D head
p=1
angles from a given facial representation with an arbiP
M
trary
pose (analysis) and can synthesize a facial image
0
m
where ~x = 1=M m=1 ~x ,and Po -component shape pafrom
given
3D head angles (synthesis) using the learned
0
p
rameters ~q is de ned as ~q = h~x ~x j~y i1pP ;
model. These processes are called the matching stage.
The face-to-pose mapping of the analysis process is
S
~j n  ~j 0;n + X rsn~bs;n ;
(2) written as
s=1
(7)
~va ! ~xa ! ~qa ! '~ a ! ~a ;
P
M
where ~j 0;n = 1=M m=1 ~j m;n , and So -component texture parameters at n-th landmark ~rn is de ned as ~rn = and the pose-to-face mapping of the synthesis process is
h~j n ~j 0;n j~bs;ni1sS . Note that (1) and (2) become ~a
 ! '~ a ! ~qa
! ~ra;1 ; ::;~ra;N
equations when Po = P = 2N and So = S = L.
#
#
Next, we linearly relate model parameters ~qm and ~rm;n
~j a;1 ; ::; ~j a;N : (8)
~xa
and 3D head angles ~m . For face-to-pose mapping (anal&
.
ysis), we relate only shape model parameters to 3D head
~va
angles because shape parameters showed a higher correlation to head angles than texture parameters in our
pilot experiments. For pose-to-face mapping (synthesis), To separate shape and texture information, we must
we rst relate 3D head angles to shape parameters. Tex- nd facial landmarks in every sample. We used a fature parameters are then related to shape parameters, cial landmark tracking system developed by Maurer et
exploiting the correlation between the shapes and tex- al. [10], which assumes that training and test samples are
tures of faces. In order to compensate for obvious non- given by video sequences starting from a frontal view of
linearity in mappings between shape parameters and 3D faces. This decomposition of shape and texture inforhead angles, we nonlinearly expand 3-component head mation is denoted by the operator L in formula 7. Figangle vectors ~m to 6-component pose parameters '~m ure 1 shows a de nition of the 20 facial landmarks used
by using a trigonometric functional transformation K, throughout this study.
An algorithm for a grey-level image reconstruction of
a Gabor jet based graph representation of faces [6, 16],
which was developed by Poetzsch et al. [12], performs a
K : ( ; ; ) 7!
(cos( ); sin( ); cos( ); sin( ); cos( ); sin( )) : (3) reverse operation that reconstructs a facial image from
synthesized shape and texture representations. This opThus, the shape model parameters are related to these eration is symbolized by the operator R in formula 8.
pose parameters instead of being directly related to 3D By connecting the analysis and synthesis stages, we
head angles. Now we formulate these relations in matrix create a process of model matching that allows us to
notations,
synthesize, from an arbitrary input face, a facial image
whose pose is aligned to the input and whose appear = QH ;
(4) ance is from one learned in the matched model. We call
3
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this combination of processes an analysis-synthesis-chain
process, and we use it in the face recognition system described in the next section. See Okada et al. [11] for
performance analyses of this linear PCMAP model with
samples from video sequences.

2.2 Previous Studies
Our work is related to a number of previous studies.
Maurer and von der Malsburg proposed an algorithm
for pose transformation that maps two jets sampled at
two di erent head poses [9]. This algorithm, however,
requires a priori knowledge of 3D facial structure and its
application has been limited to a small number of discrete poses. Beymer et al. proposed analysis and synthesis systems of pose and expression variations based
on RBF networks [1]. Although their framework is similar to ours, they only exploited pixel-value based single view representations and analyzed only one degree
of freedom from the 3D rotations of heads. Recently,
Lanitis et al. [8] have presented a facial processing system using PCA based manifold representations. They
also used separate shape and texture representations
and proposed a pose estimation system similar to our
model. Their texture representation, however, was based
on pixel values instead of our Gabor jet based texture
representation. Moreover, their pose estimation did not
include planar rotations and they did not discuss pose
either transformation or a generalization capability for
unknown head poses.

Figure 2: Pose-Invariant Recognition System with Linear PCMAP Models
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Figure 3: Two Previous Approaches for Pose-Invariant
Face Recognition Systems.

3.2 Previous Studies
3 Pose-Invariant
number of previous studies addressed the issue of roFace Recognition System using Abustly
recognizing faces with pose variations using a
Linear PCMAP Model
nearest neighbor recognizer. These studies estimated an

input's identity by nding the most similar entry to the
input from a known person's database or gallery. Such
systems can be categorized into two types of approaches
as illustrated in gure 3.
The type A approach utilizes a gallery representing
each known person with a single view. We call this type
the single view model (SVM). In order to compensate
for pose variations, the head pose of an input view and
gallery entries can be matched by transforming the input's pose to a canonical pose. Recognition systems by
Maurer and von der Malsburg [9] and Lando and Edel-

3.1 System Description

In this section, we present a novel face recognition system
using the linear PCMAP model as an entry to a known
person's gallery.
Figure 2 shows an overview of this recognition system. In this system, an arbitrary input is subjected to
the analysis-synthesis-chain process, described in section
2, with each linear PCMAP model stored in the gallery.
This results in model views of each known person whose
pose is aligned to the input. After this pose alignment,
we perform a nearest neighbor classi cation of the input
with these model views. Because of the pose alignment,
the recognition performance should improve against pose
variations. Furthermore, there is no systematic limitation to particular discrete head poses due to the continuous coverage of the pose parameter space as a result of
using the linear PCMAP model. As long as the learned
linear PCMAPs cover a sucient range of head poses,
an input with arbitrary poses can be processed without
Figure 4: Our Pose-Invariant Face Recognition System.
any pose restrictions.
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man [7] are based on this approach.
The type B approach utilizes a gallery representing
each known person with multiple views. We call this
type the multi view model (MVM). An input's identity
is estimated by nding a personal entry that contains
the view most similar to the input. This multi-view
gallery can be constructed from a single view gallery using a class speci c transformation as shown in the gure.
Beymer and Poggio proposed two systems of this type:
one by manually creating a multi view gallery [2] and
the other by synthesizing a multi-view gallery from a
single view gallery using a class speci c transformation
(parallel deformation) [3].
Figure 4 illustrates our approach. This approach combines the SVM and MVM in that 1) it uses estimated
information of an input pose similar to the SVM, and
2) it represents each known person by using knowledge
derived from multiple views of the person similar to
the MVM. With the information derived from inputs,
a search space within the gallery can be greatly reduced
in comparison to the MVM. Moreover, this model-based
gallery is more compact than the MVM, which simply
represents each known person with a set of multiple
views. A special treatment for the canonical pose is not
required in our approach, while it is required for both
the SVM and MVM. Such knowledge is learned directly
from sample statistics. Whereas the SVM and MVM
cover the viewing sphere discretely, our approach provides a continuous coverage of the viewing sphere.

x,y,−z

Figure 7: Test Samples.
training samples for each person. For the test samples,
each model is simultaneously rotated along three axes,
as shown in gure 7. 186 samples are generated for each
person. Locations of facial landmarks in various poses
are determined by explicitly rotating 3D reference coordinates that are found manually for a frontal view of
each model. The head pose of each frame is directly
given from the model's rotation angles. The test and
training samples are appropriate for our system's evaluations since there are no measurement errors of head
pose angles and landmark locations.

3.3.2 Results

Figure 8 shows the result of the performance analysis
of our system of recognizing faces with pose variations.
The proposed system is compared with two standard systems: i) each entry of a known person's database is represented by a single frontal view of the person (SVM),
and ii) each entry is represented by multiple views of the
person (all training samples used to train linear PCMAP
models, MVM).E The bars in the gure show the percentages of correct identi cations by the three systems
when the range of head angles in test samples is limited
to 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30 degrees, respectively.
3.3 Experiments
The recognition rates of our system are constantly better than or equivalent to the SVM. Our system's perfor3.3.1 Data Set
mance is equally good in comparison to the MVM within
In this experiment, we use samples generated from 3D the pose range of 20 degrees. However, the MVM outfacial models recorded by a Cyberware 3030 scanner. performed our system beyond the 20 pose range.
Twenty models (10:female,10:male, shown in gure 5)
are randomly picked from a 3D facial model database of
Japanese faces developed at ATR. For each model, test 4 Discussions
and training samples are generated by rendering 2D view
snapshots while explicitly rotating the 3D face model [5]. In this paper, we have presented a linear PCMAP model
For the training samples, each model is rotated along that is a manifold representation of 2D facial images with
only one axis at a time as shown in gure 6. Along an explicit interface of pose variations. An advantage of
each axis, 248 snapshots are generated, so there are 744 our model is that both the analysis and synthesis pro4

cation systems, in which only the head pose information
is sent over a network, or tele-conferencing systems, in
which facial orientations in a virtual space can be corrected to maintain eye contact.
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